Exploring the Effects of Technological Writing Assistance for Support Providers in Online Mental Health Community
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ABSTRACT
Textual comments from peers with informational and emotional support are beneficial to members of online mental health communities (OMHCs). However, many comments are not of high quality in reality. Writing support technologies that assess (AS) the text or recommend (RE) writing examples on the fly could potentially help support providers to improve the quality of their comments. However, how providers perceive and work with such technologies are under-investigated. In this paper, we present a technological prototype MepsBot which offers providers in-situ writing assistance in either AS or RE mode. Results of a mixed-design study with 30 participants show that both types of MepsBots improve users’ confidence in and satisfaction with their comments. The AS-mode MepsBot encourages users to refine expressions and is deemed easier to use, while the RE-mode one stimulates more support-related content re-editions. We report concerns on MepsBot and propose design considerations for writing support technologies in OMHCs.
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INTRODUCTION
Online mental health communities (OMHCs) offer a promising way for people with mental issues to access peer support – “providing knowledge, experience, emotional, social, or practical help to each other” [47, 51]. For example, in Reddit r/depression – an anonymous OMHC with over 493k members up to March 2019 [62], one can create a support-seeking post when suffering from depression, and others can respond by text under the post. The success of OMHC relies largely on the exchange of informational (e.g., advice) and emotional (e.g., empathy) support among community members [37, 44, 66]. However, in reality, many peer comments are not of high quality, lacking practical information or being disrespectful [44, 51, 52]. Such comments could distress the support seekers, resulting in their withdrawal from OMHCs and further isolation [44, 52]. Meanwhile, peers (especially newcomers [6, 75]) who fail to provide meaningful support may experience a reduced sense of worthiness and competence with a likely decrease of commitment to the community [9, 51, 75].

Existing OMHCs have experimented with various methods to improve the quality of informational and emotional support offered by peers. One common approach is to flag bad comments either by community members (e.g., downvote option on Reddit), moderators [26], or algorithms [14]. This may filter out deliberately hurtful messages; however, for those who mean to help, it is a kind of delayed feedback that may impair their confidence, interest, and reputation [41, 48, 76]. Another means to safeguard peer support quality is to train providers beforehand, such as teaching them psychotherapeutic techniques (e.g., cognitive reappraisal) online [31, 42, 49]. However, this method usually requires weeks of effort from support providers and suffers from a high attrition rate [4, 31]. In other words, the two approaches above do not provide timely assistance for peers to manifest informative and emotionally caring responses to those in need.

A more plausible alternative is to offer writing feedback and guidance on the fly to the support providers with technological aids, which can take various forms and has been investigated in other domains [32, 70, 74]. For example, Wu et al. designed the Additional Writing Help tool to assess Facebook posts drafted by users with dyslexia before publishing and suggest words for refinement [74]. Their tool is shown to help dyslexic users express themselves more confidently [74]. However, assessing writing performance might discourage support providers who are also OMHC members with mental health issues, as they are sensitive to being judged, either by audience members or algorithms [24, 30, 52]. Instead of directly judging the content, there exists another type of writing support tool that recommends examples related to the input text as references for improvement [32, 40]. For instance, Gero et al. proposed Metaphoria that generates coherent metaphorical examples based on an input word to promote creative writing like poetry [32]. Such recommendation tools could generally guide users to write more expressively but are known to raise sincerity and authorship concerns [32, 40]. This may
become an issue in OMHCs, where authentic self-presentation is highly appreciated [42]. Hence, despite the success of writing support tools in other domains, there is the need to explore how the support providers’ commenting process and outcome are affected by such tools, how they perceive and work with different types of assisting mechanisms, and what the design considerations are for such technologies in OMHCs.

To this end, we design a technological prototype called Meps-Bot (Mental health peer support Bot) to explore user perception and behavior given various types of in-situ assistance. Specifically, we first use well-developed techniques to model the comment’s levels of informational support (IS) and emotional support (ES), two types of social support that have been found theoretically and empirically critical in mental health support [34]. Then we design two modes of MepsBot to offer assistance, i.e., 1) assessment (AS): scoring IS and ES of the input text and eliciting feedback on how to improve; and 2) recommendation (RE): suggesting high-IS and high-ES example comments that are semantically similar to the current draft input text and eliciting feedback on how to improve; and 2) recommendation (RE): suggesting high-IS and high-ES example comments that are semantically similar to the current draft. We conduct a mixed-method, 2 (within-subjects: time pre vs. post) by 2 (between-subjects: mode AS vs. RE) mixed-design study. We invite 30 participants who have experienced or are combating depression and are willing to help others in similar situations online. The results show that both types of MepsBot improve participants’ confidence in the IS and ES manifested in their comments. The AS-mode MepsBot motivates participants to refine their expressions and is perceived as easier to use. The RE-mode MepsBot stimulates users to re-edit the IS- and ES-related contents in their comments. Our work adds to the understanding on how support providers perceive and work with the on-the-fly technological writing assistants in OMHCs. We also propose the design considerations for such technologies about how to improve user experience and address the concerns.

RELATED WORK

Peer Support in Online Mental Health Communities

With the benefits of anonymity, empowerment, and easy access, online mental health communities (OMHCs) have emerged as valuable resources for peer support [35, 51]. OMHC members can exchange informational support (IS) and emotional support (ES) via posting threads [19, 37, 44]. The former takes the form of “advice, knowledge, and information”, while the latter includes “understanding, encouragement, affirmation, sympathy, or caring” [67, 72]. High-quality peer support circulated inside OMHCs not only benefits support seekers by enhancing social connectedness [51] and evoking positive cognitive change [58], but also does good to support providers by enhancing self-esteem (e.g., feeling worthwhile) [9] and acquiring social skills [65]. Unfortunately, many comments in OMHCs are of relatively low IS and ES [68]. Based on the results of expert annotation and model classification, Sharma et al. found that over 67% of comments across assorted Reddit OMHCs failed to convey high IS or ES in general [68]. The low-quality comments could be ascribed to deliberately unsupportive members [44, 52]. They may also be made by peers who intend to be supportive but have difficulties (e.g., being uncertain of the social norms or their own expertise [3]) expressing their support [18]. Our research is motivated by the benefits of high-quality peer support, and we try to facilitate providers to manifest it in OMHCs.

Quality Assurance of Peer Support Interactions in OMHCs

Existing OMHCs have explored different ways to encourage high-quality support exchange among peers. The first category of means is content moderation, with the social voting system being one of the most common methods. For example, Reddit allows users to “downvote” those comments that contribute little to the conversation, which directly affects the posters’ “karma” points – an indication of reputation. In this way, members are likely to be more careful about what they write [39, 77]. Apart from peer voting, many OMHCs involve human moderators [26] or automatic algorithms to scrutinize content. The latter has gained increasing popularity owing to the recent advances in artificial intelligence, such as detection of negative content that violates community rules [13, 17] and prediction of seekers’ needs and comments’ effectiveness [15, 16, 21, 58]. While content moderation can detect less qualified support, there is usually a lack of reciprocal feedback to the providers regarding what they have done wrong. Even though Reddit encourages viewers to attach an explanation for downvotes [61], it is not guaranteed that such constructive criticism is always available. As a result, these content moderation methods can silence those who may want to express themselves without fear of judgment [30], and may reduce people’s interest and confidence in providing support [41, 48].

The second category of approaches to boost support quality in OMHCs is teaching members how to exercise psychotherapeutic techniques when offering help. For instance, Lederma et al. built a clinician-moderated site for a group of young people suffering First-Episode Psychosis to learn positive psychology [42]. They showed that it was an effective and engaging way to build supportive accountability towards other members on the site through a field study [42]. Alvarez et al. developed a similar online instructional tool that involves professionals in the education of peer supporters with schizophrenia [28]. They found the tool beneficial, as 90% of the users reported wanting to become online peer moderators after the training. Morris et al. designed a peer-to-peer cognitive reappraisal platform to promote evidence-based techniques, and found that peers inside significantly improve the abilities of reappraisal after a three-weeks trial [49]. Despite the effectiveness of these platforms, users usually need weeks of effort to learn, and they could drop out of the courses as the treatment may not be tailored to their needs and interests [4, 25]. Moreover, they do not offer in-situ assistance to peers in providing support.

As an alternative, Leary et al. proposed to guide peers by fixed prompts on how to express and reflect thoughts using a problem-solving framework, which leads to “deep” chats with solutions to problems and new perspectives [53]. In the discussion, they suggested that the guidance should be adaptive in the context of the ongoing conversation. Building
upon this finding, our work explores the efficacy of on-the-fly, adaptive writing assistance to peers when they are composing comments to provide support in OMHCs.

Writing with Technological Assistance
Researchers in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) have investigated different ways to facilitate people’s writing experiences in various domains. One popular type of mechanisms, noted as assessment-based methods, usually presents authors with a direct assessment of input text regarding certain characteristics or expected effects of interests [29, 38, 69, 70, 74]. For example, to promote positive reflection, Wang et al. designed MirrorU that captures emotional components in users’ daily reflective writings in real time on mobile devices [70]. It then displays timely visual and textual feedback next to the writings to nudge users to compose longer reflections with more positive emotional words. To encourage effort in close interpersonal communication, Kelly et al. designed Message Builder that keeps track of the word count to induce longer social messages than users’ previous written ones [38]. Also, to help users be more cautious about personal information before posting on Facebook, Wang et al. developed an interface that sets a timer and presents possible audiences of the post [71].

Another kind of mechanisms, noted as recommendation-based methods, advocates learning from examples [32, 36, 40]. For instance, Kim et al. proposed Lily, which recommends romantic lyrics similar to the current message as people type, and showed that it could facilitate affectionate communication between couples [40]. To support writing introductory help requests in emails, Hui et al. presented IntroAssist, which provides tagged peer examples for the novice entrepreneurs, and showed that the tool could help the novices write requests more effectively [36]. To facilitate short story writing, Clark et al. proposed a prototype that suggests the next sentence based on the context provided by users, and the writing process with their system is perceived to be fun and helpful [20].

Despite their benefits, assessment-based writing tools could frustrate users [38, 71], while the recommendation-based systems could raise concerns about authorship and sincerity [32, 40]. These issues may be even more severe in an OMHC setting given that members experiencing mental challenges are sensitive to judgement and insincerity [30, 42]. It is thus worthwhile to examine user behavior and perception towards these two types of assisting methods in the context of generating support in OMHCs. We are particularly interested in gaining insights into the design of proper technology for promoting high-quality IS and ES among peers.

MEPSBOT SYSTEM
In this section, we present MepsBot, a prototype system for assisting provider’s manifestation of peer support in OMHCs, to explore the following research questions:

RQ1: How would the writing support system and its assisting mechanisms affect a) providers’ perception and behavior in the process of writing comments in response to support-seeking posts in OMHCs and b) the outcome of comments?

RQ2: How would providers perceive writing support tools for peer support in OMHCs, and what are their concerns?

Note that we do not intend MepsBot to be a canonical technology for peer support assistance, but rather as a tool to probe user experience under different writing support mechanisms to gain plausible design insights. To make the feedback and guidance potentially more engaging [64], we frame the system as a bot to present its messages. In the rest of this section, we first present a data-driven method to build up a support evaluation model, and then detail the design of MepsBot’s assessment (AS) mode and recommendation (RE) mode.

Support Evaluation
To evaluate the levels of IS and ES in textual comments, we apply a well-developed, data-driven approach to build up support classification models [58, 68, 76]. As the content of comments could vary across different OMHCs [68], we choose the Reddit r/depression community – a supportive space for anyone struggling with depression (a common mental disorder worldwide [54]) – as a case to demonstrate the usage of MepsBot. We use Pushshift API [59] to retrieve publicly available posts and their comments in r/depression. Given a large amount of data available (r/depression has over 493k members up to March 2019), we randomly sample 5% posts during 2017.03.01 - 2019.03.01 and collect their comments to ensure the computational efficiency of MepsBot. We exclude the comments from the original authors of the posts and those that are less than three words. This results in 48,148 comments in our dataset. Following the method in [68], we randomly select 450 comments from the dataset and label the level (1 - low, 2 - medium, 3 - high) of IS and ES in each entry. For IS we refer to the occurrence of “advice, referrals or knowledge” [72], while for ES we look for evidence of “understanding, encouragement, affirmation, sympathy, or caring” [72]. Two researchers familiar with the r/depression community first rate 25 random samples separately. Then they meet with a third researcher who holds a mental health first aid certificate issued by MHFA [7] to discuss and come up with a consistent rating scheme. After that, the two researchers proceed to rate the remaining comments independently. The inter-rater metric Cohen’s κ of initial 450 ratings are 0.860 for IS and 0.892 for ES. The disagreement is resolved by the third researcher. Finally, we have 199 (127), 149 (197), 102 (126) comments labeled as low, medium, and high in IS (ES), respectively.

To train the support classification models, we compile a set of features commonly employed by works on health community content analysis [21, 58, 72, 76] to represent each comment, including 64 features from the LIWC 2015 dictionary [60], a binary feature corresponding to the presence of URL(s), word count (weighted by 60), and sentence count (weighted by 10). We experiment with various machine learning models – SVM, Multinomial Logistic Regression, Random Forest (RF) and XGBoost. Among them, RF achieves the best result in predicting IS, while XGBoost performs the best in predicting ES, both in terms of mean accuracy and mean F1 score in 10-fold cross-validation (Table 1). Specifically, IS classifier (RF)
Table 1. Performance metrics (Accuracy, Precision, Recall, F1-score) and the top-6 important features for IS and ES classifiers. The metrics (μ/σ) are reported based on 10-fold cross-validation. The importance is measured by the proportion of times each feature is used to split the data across all trees in the Random Forest or XGBoost.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>IS (1/2/3)</th>
<th>ES (1/2/3)</th>
<th>Scripts sample in AS mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Length-based (Sentence/Word count)</td>
<td>.45 (.30)/ .68 (.30)/ .90 (.21)</td>
<td>.41 (.27)/ .59 (.32)/ .90 (.20)</td>
<td>“Try write down more stuffs.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Personal pronouns (e.g., I, you)</td>
<td>.15 (.08)/ .11 (.04)</td>
<td>.10 (.07)/ .15 (.08)/ .14 (.05)</td>
<td>(IS) “Maybe you can share some knowledge.” / (ES) “Show connections to the help seeker, using words like:”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Social (friend, family)</td>
<td>.10 (.04)/ .13 (.06)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>“Share experience about yourself or others, like:”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Positive emotion (e.g., exciting, brave)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.05 (.04)/ .05 (.03)</td>
<td>“More positive words can be used in the comment, like:”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Four types of important features in predicting IS or ES, and their distributions (mean (SD)) in each level (1/low-2/medium-3/high) of IS and ES predicted by the classifiers on the labeled 450 comments. Feature 1 measures word count (weighted by 60). Features 2, 3, and 4 measure the percentage of corresponding feature words in the comment. Scripts sample is AS-mode MepsBot’s utterance to give suggestions.

Achieves a mean accuracy of 64% (vs. the best baseline 62%), and the ES classifier (XGBoost) gets a mean accuracy of 68% (vs. the best baseline 67%). We use these two classifiers to label our entire dataset of 48,148 comments, and randomly sample 100 comments to conduct a cross-verification with their distributions provided by one of the two annotators. Our models achieve a 65% accuracy for IS and 75% for ES in this exercise, indicating their robustness in performance.

To understand which features could be essential to high IS and ES and, we first examine the top-6 most important features of the trained models. Similar to [58], we measure the importance of features as the normalized number of times (note: the larger, the more predictive) a feature is used to split data across all trees in each classifier (Table 1). We then summarize these features into four types, and we calculate their distributions in each level of IS and ES predicted by the classifiers on the labeled 450 comments (Table 2): 1) Length-based: includes the word count and sentence count; important for both IS and ES predictions; more words could indicate higher IS and ES. 2) “Personal pronouns”: under category “pronouns”; includes categories “I” (e.g., I’ll, I mean), “we” (e.g., let’s, us), “you” (e.g., your, you’ve), “shehe” (e.g., herself, he’d), “they” (e.g., their, they are); important for both IS and ES predictions; a higher percentage of “personal pronouns” words could indicate lower IS but higher ES (medium or high). 3) “Social”: includes categories “friend” (e.g., best friend, classmate) and “family” (e.g., brother, father); important for IS prediction; a higher percentage of “social” words could indicate higher IS. 4) “Positive emotion” (e.g., exciting, brave): important for IS prediction; a higher percentage of “positive emotion” words could indicate higher ES (medium or high). We embed the summarized features (Table 2) into the MepsBot’s design.

Figure 1. Design of MepsBot. (a) Assessment mode: (i) report IS and ES scores and (ii) give feedback for improvement. (b) Recommendation mode: (iii)&(iv) suggest example comments that could be semantically similar to user’s writing, with highlighted feature words.

Assessment (AS) Mode
MepsBot in its assessment (AS) mode detects and displays the levels of IS and ES of an input draft, and it suggests ways to improve (following the practice of AS-based systems [38, 70]). To be more specific, after a brief self-introduction to inform its ability, MepsBot reports the predicted IS and ES levels of the drafted comment and suggests a point in the current writing (listed in Table 2) that the user could further improve (Figure 1a). We only suggest one point at a time so as not to overwhelm the user, and we choose the point based on the logic flow depicted in Figure 2. We have several considerations in deriving this flow: 1) To reflect current writing performance, MepsBot has different utterances to suggest possible improvement based on the IS and ES scores [70]. 2) As the repetitive emphasis on one text feature (especially word count) could frustrate users [38], MepsBot only brings up the length-based issue at the first occurrence of such issue. Also, it has a random factor when choosing among features 2, 3, and 4 (Table 2) to cover all potential issues rather than always promotes the most prominent one. 3) In promoting the feature 2, 3, or 4, MepsBot randomly suggests twelve related words from the LIWC 2015 dictionary to induce serendipity for writing inspiration [5]. We prepare multiple scripts for feedback on each feature (script samples in Table 2).

Recommendation (RE) Mode
MepsBot in its recommendation (RE) mode suggests high-quality example comments that are semantically similar to the user’s current draft from a recommendation pool (following the practice of existing RE-based systems [32, 40]). The recommendation pool consists of 9,080 comments with both high IS and high ES scores labeled by our support classifiers.

2Open-source in https://github.com/PenguinZhou/MepsBot
from the original 48,148 comments. We do not suggest comments based on the original support-seeking post to ensure that the suggested examples are more coherent to the provider’s thought and are diverse in expressions [1, 32]. We follow the two-step method employed in [50] to retrieve candidate comments, which could enable MepsBot to respond in near real time (≈ 0.9s in our case) when finding semantically similar comments. Specifically, with the input comment, MepsBot first applies Elasticsearch python API [27] to conduct a More Like This Query in the pool. This query identifies the most representative terms of the input comment based on tf-idf (term frequency-inverse document frequency), and then returns 50 potentially relevant comments containing such terms as quickly as possible. MepsBot further measures the similarity between the user comment and each of the 50 candidate comments using cosine similarity, which can find semantically similar comments even they only have few words in common [40]. To do so, it encodes every comment into a 768-dimension vector using the BERT-Based, uncased language model, which has state-of-the-art performances in semantic understanding tasks [22] at the time of MepsBot’s development. This step returns the top-18 candidates based on the ranking on cosine similarity in the vector space. MepsBot’s messages and the 18 suggested high-quality example comments are displayed as seen in Figure 1b, for the following considerations: 1) MepsBot starts with an introduction to show its ability. 2) To facilitate the visual search for linguistic features, the words that belong to “personal pronouns”, “social” or “positive emotion” are marked in different colors [36]. 3) To not overwhelm the user, each page only shows three examples (note: user can scroll up/down the page), and there are “Previous” and “More” buttons for users to navigate the list of examples.

**EXPERIMENT**

To investigate MepsBot’s impact on support providers’ experience in the commenting process and the outcome of that process, we conduct a mixed-method, 2 (within-subjects factor, time: pre vs. post) by 2 (between-subjects factor, mode: AS vs. RE) mixed-design lab study with 30 participants.

**Simulated OMHC Environment and MepsBot Setup**

We simulate an anonymous online peer support community (Figure 3a) for people who are depressed or struggling with depression. As shown in Figure 3(c)(d)(f), the community website has fundamental elements similar to those in r/depression, such as a target help-seeking post, a text box below it for entering a comment, as well as other recent posts and their comments (randomly sampled from r/depression). To embed MepsBot into the community, we adopt the setup used in [71], and modify the interaction flow as: preview ↔ (back to edit) → continue to submit (Figure 3e). Each time providers write the very first draft of their comments, the MepsBot is hidden with only a “Preview” button indicating the pathway to the next step. To avoid interrupting users’ composing process [74], MepsBot only shows up after their first click on “Preview” (Figure 3g), and then the buttons in part (e) change from (e1) to (e2). Users can choose “Back to edit” (buttons changed from e2 back to e1) to adjust their comments or “Continue to submit” to formally publish the content whenever they want. MepsBot updates its assessment or recommendation on the current draft every time users click “Preview” and hides again upon comment submission. The simulated community is hosted on a server deployed on a 15.6-inch laptop with an Intel i7-7700HQ CPU. It takes around 0.1s/0.9s for AS-/RE-mode MepsBot to respond to a user-triggered preview command.

**Participants**

We recruit thirty students (13 Females, 15 Males, 2 Not Available; age range 20-30, $M = 24.37, SD = 2.72$) from a local university via word of mouth. The inclusion criteria are that participants have prior experiences of receiving/providing mental support from/to others and that they are willing to offer support to peers in online communities. All participants are fluent in reading and writing in English (TOEFL read/write $\geq 22$ or IELTS read/write $\geq 6.5$). Six of them are undergraduates, and the rest are postgraduates majoring in a variety of
fields (e.g., computer science, economics). Previous research suggests that the majority of college students experience some forms of mental distress [8, 46, 63]. The self-assessments on the severity of depression (measure: PHQ-9 [45]) in pre-screening show that our participants could have at least moderate depression: seven moderate (score 10-14), 18 moderately severe (15-19), and five severe (20-27) [53]. The depressive issues they encountered are mostly about Ph.D. research (count: 15), relationships with boy/girlfriend or families (6), and future direction (4). Six of them report having experience in OMHCs, and all participants are very familiar with online communities. We randomly assign the participants to the AS group (AP1-15) or the RE group (RP1-15).

Tasks
In the experiment, each participant is asked to complete three tasks. Each task involves writing a comment for one of three given posts from peers to show their support. As the same ideologies among members are important for engagement in OMHCs [3], we invite another three postgraduates (Males, age: 24, 24, 22) as the support seekers to each create an anonymous post about their recent depressing issue. They are all suffering from moderately severe depression and have the desire to communicate their issues in OMHCs. The topics of the three posts are Ph.D. research failure, restless working under financial pressure from girlfriend and family, and the loss of future goals. We counterbalance the order of presenting these posts to each participant to mitigate potential order effects.

Hypotheses and Mixed-Method Measurements

Providers’ perception of and behavior in the commenting process, and the outcome of comments (RQ1)
To evaluate the effects of MepsBot, we define two timestamps in a commenting procedure of each task in our study:

Pre-: the moment right before a user’s very first click on the “Preview” button in a task – the user writes a comment (denoted as pre-comment) without MepsBot’s assistance.

Post-: the moment when a user clicks the “Continue to submit” button – the user finalizes a comment (post-comment) after getting assessments or recommendations from MepsBot.

Perception. Previous works suggest that writing support technologies could improve users’ confidence and satisfaction when posting on social media [74]. In particular, it is suggested that providing assessment offers more direct feedback on writing performance [70] than showing examples. Therefore, we hypothesize that: H1. Overall, compared to the pre-comments, participants are significantly more confident that their post-comments can provide (H1a) IS and (H1b) ES to the support seekers, and (H1c) they are significantly more satisfied with their post-comments. (H1d) The ratings on the three measures of post-comments are significantly higher in the AS group than those in the RE group. We adapt the standard 7-point Likert scale metrics from [74] (e.g., 1 not at all confident/satisfied - 7 extremely confident/satisfied).

Behavior. To inspect participants’ behavior during the commenting process with MepsBot, we log the following data in each task session: 1) task completion time – from opening the target post to clicking on “Continue to submit”; 2) the number of times that a user triggers “Back to edit”; 3) the draft of the comment each time a user presses “Preview” so as to check whether the user actually changes the content or not.

Outcome of comments. To understand whether and how MepsBot affects the outcome of a commenting process, we track how the content of the post-comments is changed (if any) from pre-comments in the AS and RE groups: 1) the word counts of pre- and post-comments; 2) the levels of IS and ES in pre- and post-comments predicted by MepsBot’s support classifiers; 3) if any, the types of change between every two consecutive versions of previewed comments in each task session.

Providers’ perception of and concerns about MepsBot (RQ2)
Acceptance and user experience. Considering that AS-mode MepsBot provides direct feedback while the RE-mode MepsBot has concrete examples, we hypothesize that: H2. Compared to RE mode, MepsBot in AS mode is perceived significantly (H2a) easier to use, (H2b) more likeable, but (H2c) less useful in helping users to write comments to support others online. We adapt metrics from [10, 43, 56] to measure each aspect with one item on a standard 7-point Likert scale.

Concerns. To elicit users’ potential concerns with the accuracy and the use of MepsBot, we ask participants to rate: 1) perceived accuracy of its assessment or recommendation [74] (indicating a number in the range of 0 - 100% using a slide bar); 2) one item for overall perceived risks, and one item for privacy concern [73] (1 strongly disagree - 7 strongly agree). To better understand the reasons behind the aforementioned data, we conduct a semi-structured interview with each participant at the end of the experiment. The interview starts with participants reporting their overall impressions of MepsBot, including its pros and cons. We then ask about their thoughts for each rating. Regarding concerns, we specifically ask if they are frustrated by AS-mode MepsBot’s judgment [30] or if they worry about the sincerity of comments with RE-mode MepsBot [40] to verify consistency with previous literature. Finally, we collect their suggestions for MepsBot.

Procedure
After obtaining participants’ consent, we first showcase the simulated community and tell them it is a mapping from a real one. We then let them freely explore it for three minutes. Next, we introduce the task and walk the participants through the MepsBot system. In each of the three task sessions, the participants are asked to write a comment in response to a given support-seeking post. They can “Preview” or go “Back to edit” the comment whenever and as many times as they want. After the participants hit the “Continue to submit” button, we ask them to fill out a survey to rate perceptions of the commenting process. Upon completion of all the three tasks, we instruct the participants to finish one final questionnaire about the perception of MepsBot and potential concerns. Then we conduct a semi-structured interview with them to make sense of the ratings. After debriefing, we give the participants some compensations and chat with them to ensure that they leave in a stable emotional status. The whole study lasts for 40-60 minutes for each participant.
Ethical Issues and Safety Protocol
Prior to this work, we obtained IRB approval for broader research project on patients’ and caregivers’ practices of healthcare service systems and online communities, covering both our data collection and analysis as well as interviews with participants. When citing the anonymous comments from r/depression and from our participants, we remove all identifiable information in the text to protect their privacy. In addition, we set up a protocol to ensure the safety of our support seekers and providers during the study. For the invited three seekers, we contact them every day during the course of the study to check if they are mentally stable. For the 30 providers, we allow them to exit the study with full pay at any point of time if they feel uncomfortable and suggest them consult the Counseling and Wellness Center (contact provided) in this condition. All of them finish the study successfully.

DATA ANALYSIS
To inspect the possible effects of post order on our statistical measurements, we first run a set of mixed ANOVA (mode and post order as between-subjects factors) tests on each of the quantitative measures (as within-subjects) of participants’ perceptions and behaviors. Neither the main effect of post order nor its interaction effects are significant. Therefore, in the following statistical analysis, we treat MepsBot’s mode as the only between-subjects variable. To test H1, we conduct a two-way mixed ANOVA on the repeated measures (as within-subjects) about pre-comment and post-comment in each session. For the measures in H2 between two modes, we run the independent-samples t-test.

As for the changes between two continuously previewed comments in a task session, we conduct a thematic analysis [11] to check what types of content are changed. We collect the sentences that are added, removed, or modified in the re-edition. Two authors first code all the changed parts in these sentences independently; after rounds of comparison and discussions, we agree on a starting list of codes. After iterative coding, we agree that the changes on IS-, ES-related content, and expression are overarching themes. We name the themes and categories of the codes, and count their occurrences in AS and RE groups. We apply the same thematic analysis to the transcribed interview data to understand the users’ reasons for their perception and behavior.

RESULT
In this section, we present our findings of providers’ perceptions and behaviors in the commenting process, the outcome of comments, and feelings towards MepsBot.

Perception and Behaviors in the Process (RQ1a)
Perception. We compare participants’ overall perceptions on pre- and post-comments (Figure 4), and find them significantly more confident of their ability to provide IS to the support seekers after receiving help from MepsBot (M = 5.11, SD = 1.28) than before (M = 4.42, SD = 1.16); mixed ANOVA, F(1, 88) = 35.4, p < .01, η² = .29; H1a accepted. Their confidence in providing ES also improves significantly from pre- (M = 4.33, SD = 1.40) to post-comments (M = 5.11, SD = 1.50); F(1, 88) = 42.2, p < .01, η² = .32; H1b accepted. In addition, they are significantly more satisfied with their post- (M = 5.63, SD = 0.91) than with pre-comments (M = 4.83, SD = 1.14); F(1, 88) = 63.9, p < .01, η² = .42; H1c accepted. The average confidence (IS and ES) and satisfaction ratings under each mode are higher in post-comments than those in pre-comments as well (as depicted in Figure 4). There is no significant interaction effect between such perception changes and the mode of MepsBot on these three measures, but the between-subjects effects on them are all significant (p < .05). The follow-up independent-samples t-tests (between-subjects factor: AS vs. RE) on the three measures of post-comments show that participants in the AS group generally have significantly higher confidence in the IS (t88 = 2.93, p < .01) and ES (t88 = 2.00, p < .05) provided in their post-comments and are significantly more satisfied with their output (t88 = 3.32, p < .01) than those in the RE group; H1d accepted. Eight participants (6 in AS, 2 in RE) explicitly mention how MepsBot boosts their confidence and satisfaction in the post-study interviews. “The (AS-mode) MepsBot looks quite objective, and I trust it. With its help, I do not need to worry that I would say something wrong to those who could be vulnerable” (AP6, F, age: 26). “I will feel that my comment is reliable if (AS-mode) MepsBot gives me high scores” (AP13, N/A, 22). “Referring to the related content in (RE-mode) comments makes me more sure of my wording” (RP11, M, 24).

Behaviors. On average, participants in the RE group spend more time on drafting one comment (M = 10.0mins, SD = 4.3mins) than those in the AS group (M = 9.3mins, SD = 3.0mins), but the difference is not significant (independent-samples t-test, t88 = −.83, p = .41). Across the 45 sessions (3 posts × 15 users) in each group, participants in the AS group click on “Back to edit” at least once in 17 sessions and indeed modify their comments in 16 sessions, while in the RE group there are 39 and 36, respectively. In the AS mode, the main reason for a direct submission without further revision is that MepsBot gives high scores on both IS and ES to the original comment, as reported by seven participants. “It said that I wrote an excellent comment, but I could make it even better with words like ‘you have’. I did not think that such modification was necessary as I felt great with high scores” (AP3, M, 24). However, another five participants say that they would try to refine the comments according to MepsBot’s hint, especially when the initial IS or ES score is not high. “In the 3rd post, I got a medium ES score, and then I adjusted my comment to include the positive keywords it...
Outcome of Comments (RQ1b)

*Length and quality measured by MepsBot.* The post-comments in AS group have slightly more words on average ($M = 117.9, SD = 42.5$) than pre-comments ($M = 113.6, SD = 45.8$). The difference is much larger in RE group, with an average of 104.0 ($SD = 44.5$) words in post-comments and 84.3 ($SD = 42.6$) words in pre-comments. According to MepsBot’s support classifiers, most of the pre- and post-comments written by our participants get high IS and ES scores (Table 3). The numbers of high IS post-comments in AS and RE modes are rather close, but high ES post-comments in the AS group outnumber those in the RE group by 42 to 37. There are six cases in which the ES scores are improved in the AS group and seven similar cases in the RE group. These results suggest that MepsBots could stimulate changes in the comments.

Changes in content. In total, we record 113 changed sentences, with 39 in the AS group and 74 in the RE group. The most common operation is adding a sentence ($N = 68$), followed by modifying ($N = 38$) and removing ($N = 7$) a sentence. As for what types of content are changed in these 113 sentences, three key themes emerge from thematic analysis: IS-related, ES-related, and expression-related. We count the occurrences of codes under different categories in each theme in AS and RE groups, as shown in Table 4. The changed content(s) in a sentence may be assigned to multiple codes regarding different aspects and thus fall into multiple categories. For instance, the modified sentence “Everyone (have → has) pressure and it (matters about → makes you stronger if you learn) how (you → to) deal with it” has one code (1st part) in category 5 and one code (2nd + 3rd parts) in category 6. The changes in content that can not be assigned to the categories in each theme are grouped into an extra N/A category.

1) IS-related Changes. Twenty (6 in AS, 14 in RE) participants refine the IS-related content with MepsBot’s assistance. This happens more often in the RE group with 24 out of 74 changes on providing advice (32.4%) and 14 changes on sharing information (18.9%), compared to 5 (12.8%) and 7 (17.9%) out of 39 changes in the AS group. Eight participants mention that the suggested comments from the RE-mode MepsBot provide good insights into how to manifest IS in response to the posts. “I found someone wrote a good point that constant dripping wears away a stone. I was inspired and suggested the buddy to record daily progress, however small” (RP9, F, 24).

The “social” words suggested by AS-mode MepsBot can also be inspiring, as mentioned by AP7 (M, 30), “My mind was broadened by the suggested words about family and friends. I can share how people nearby work this problem out”.

2) ES-related Changes. Revisions also occur in ES-related contents after checking MepsBot’s messages; more so in the RE group. There are 15 out of 74 changes (20.3%) about encouraging the help seekers and 13 changes (17.6%) about showing understanding in the RE group, while the numbers in AS group are 6 (15.4%) and 5 (12.8%) out of 39 changes. Seven participants point out that RE-mode MespBot can foster their manifestation of emotional support. “I will check the emotional sentences with red highlighted words and consider using those sentences to cheer up the poster as I might be too rational” (RP5, F, 21). Likewise, the “positive emotion” words appearing in AS-mode MepsBot’s feedback could be helpful for boosting ES, as noted by AP8 (N/A, 25). “The suggested words are positive, and I will try to use them in my comments to express my support”.

3) Expression-related Changes. In addition to the IS- and ES-related content, MepsBot also prompts participants to correct typos (AS: 15.4%, RE: 10.8%) and polish wording in sentences (AS: 25.6%, RE: 12.2%), with higher frequencies in the AS group. This suggests that MepsBot (especially the AS-mode one) could make participants more reflective on their writing [70], and improve the readability and appropriateness of the submitted comment. “The (AS-mode) MepsBot gave me a tip on the usage of ‘if I were you’, which sounds more appropriate, and I used it)” (AP0, M, 21). “I paid more attention to the expression rather than the content of the (RE-mode MepsBot) recommended examples, and I would try to make my wording look natural” (RP3, M, 28).

Perception towards MepsBot and Concerns (RQ2)

*Acceptance and user experience.* Figure 5 (left) shows the participants’ ratings on their experience with MepsBot in two modes. In comparison to the RE-mode MepsBot ($M = 5.60, SD = 0.99$), the AS-mode one ($M = 6.33, SD = 0.62$) is rated significantly easier to use; independent-samples t-test, $t_{28} = 2.44, p < .05$; $H2a$ accepted. The difference in the perceived likability of MepsBot is only marginally significant, with higher ratings for AS-mode ($M = 5.40, SD = 1.18$) than RE-mode ($M = 4.60, SD = 1.18$) MepsBots; $t_{28} = 1.85, p = .075$; $H2b$ not accepted. Moreover, there is no significant difference between two modes (AS: $M = 5.67, SD = 1.11$; RE: $M = 5.93, SD = 0.80$) regarding perceived usefulness in helping users to write comments to support others online; $t_{28} = -.754, p = .457$; $H2c$ not accepted. Participants really appreciate the simplicity of AS-mode MepsBot, saying that it “is handy” (AP10, F, 24) and “only needs a click and a quick
glance” (AP12, M, 24). On the contrary, the RE-mode MepsBot sometimes “could be confusing and give no direction” (RP1, M, 26). Nevertheless, RE-mode MepsBot can be useful for helping providers write comments in various ways (some are mentioned in the previous subsections), one of which is that “It feels like many people are discussing the issue together, and I enjoy it” (RP15, M, 23).

Concerns - perceived accuracy. 1) In the AS-mode group, MepsBot’s accuracy on assessing the levels of support in the comments is rated favorably: 12 (13) of the 15 participants report its accuracy in predicting IS (ES) as 70% or higher, and the others rate it between 50%-70%.” “It is quite accurate. One time I got a medium ES score. I went back and found that I did write some words that could upset the support seeker” (AP10, F, 24). Interestingly, AP6 (F, 26) tried to test the ability of MepsBot (Table 4 category 7) and found that “it was robust”. She added, “I think it provides a standard for checking the support in the comment”. Participants also provide possible justifications for cases when MepsBot is perceived inaccurate. AP2 (F, 23), who got high IS and ES scores in all three tasks, thought that “it is unlikely that people get a high score every time. If that is the case, they will have less trust in the bot”. The opaque mechanism of the classifiers also cause low accuracy ratings, as commented by APS (F, 25), “I do not know how it assesses my scores, and I am not convinced”.

For the 15 participants in the RE-mode group, six of them report MepsBot’s accuracy in recommending similar comments to theirs as 70% or higher, five between 60%-70%, and four lower than 50%. Five participants mention that the suggested examples are somehow irrelevant to their comments, as RP8 (F, 20) explains, “I feel like the recommendation is based on the similarity of words, but I can find little related content”. This may be due to the two-step method used in RE-mode MepsBot, which only calculates semantic similarities for 50 potential candidates to enable real-time computation in a normal laptop. RP11 (M, 24) feels that “the suggested comments are too long”, and he only “checked a few highlighted words and found them unmatched” to his comment.

Concerns - perceived risks. As shown in Figure 5 (right), participants moderately worry that using MepsBot for writing support has potential risks, with an average rating 3.47(SD = 1.36) in the AS group and 4.07(SD = 1.59) in the RE group; no significant difference found between the two groups. 1) For AS-mode MepsBot, four participants fear that a) the assessed dimensions are insufficient to reflect the subtle usage of language. “It is better than none, but for the mental health issues, some words may look positive but could convey harmful meanings if misused” (AP15, M, 23). AP12 (M, 24) also points out that “people may add unnecessary contents purposely to get high scores from the bot”. b) Regarding the potential frustration towards being judged [38, 30], none of our participants in the AS group mentioned that they were discouraged by MepsBot. This could be because they generally “treat the commenting process very seriously” (AP16, N/A, 25) and get high scores from MepsBot most of the time (Table 3).

2) For RE-mode MepsBot, the main risk lies in a) the potential misleading content in the suggested comments (eleven participants), “The advice in the recommendations is not from professionals, which may have an adverse effect if conveyed to the seekers” (RP1, M, 26). Eight participants also worry that b) there would be a lack of sincerity and authorship [32, 40] in the comments if RE-mode MepsBots are widely used in a community. “I am afraid that it will make the community full of similar comments, which are insincere and invaluable for the support seekers” (RP4, M, 25).

3) For privacy issues about MepsBot, participants rate average 3.13(SD = 1.41) for AS-mode and 3.20(SD = 1.66) for RE-mode MepsBots (Figure 5 right). “I am not too concerned about that, since these posts and comments are public in the community. However, many people may worry that the company behind the bot would leak out their information” (RP3, M, 28). “I do not worry about the potential leak of my information. I do worry that my comments are stored in the bot’s server forever and I cannot delete them” (AP13, N/A, 22).

In summary, the support providers’ confidence in and satisfaction with their comments are significantly improved after interacting with MepsBot. AS-mode MepsBot can stimulate providers to refine their expressions, while the RE-mode one encourages more re-editions on IS- and ES-related contents. Participants perceive AS- and RE-mode MepsBots differently and raise some concerns. These results indicate that technology-assisted manifestation of peer support in OMHCs is effective, but its mechanism needs to be carefully designed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Code example</th>
<th>AS (39 sens)</th>
<th>RE (74 sens)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IS-related</td>
<td>1. Advice</td>
<td>(Add) “Talk to seniors for help, who might have overcome the similar situation.”; “[...] step by step (‘-‘ → , like reading more books in different areas).”</td>
<td>5 (12.8%)</td>
<td>24 (32.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Information</td>
<td>(Add) “Playing sports can exercise your body, more importantly, you can forget all of the pain in your brain.”</td>
<td>7 (17.9%)</td>
<td>14 (18.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES-related</td>
<td>3. Encouragement</td>
<td>(Add) “Good luck! Stay positive.”; (Add) “I am sure everything will go smoothly for you.”</td>
<td>6 (15.4%)</td>
<td>15 (20.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Understanding</td>
<td>“I have similar situation as you (‘-‘ → , so do many of my friends!’); (Add) “Thanks for sharing your experience with us, I think I have the same problem.”</td>
<td>5 (12.8%)</td>
<td>13 (17.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expression</td>
<td>5. Correct typo</td>
<td>“house” → “house”, You have to lighten it up by yourself with accumulation (accumulated) commitment to research, with passion, wish, and confidence.”</td>
<td>6 (15.4%)</td>
<td>8 (10.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. Polish sentence</td>
<td>“It is (amazing → impressive) and after so many (experiences → attempts) ; “you could also do (‘-‘ → very) well in your research”</td>
<td>10 (25.6%)</td>
<td>9 (12.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7. N/A</td>
<td>[Test the system:] (Add) “If I were you I would rather xxx.”</td>
<td>4 (10.3%)</td>
<td>2 (2.7%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Number of sentences that are changed (i.e., add, remove or modify) during re-editions and types of changed contents in these sentences, with frequencies of occurrence in each mode. Note that one sentence may have different types of changed contents. ‘-‘ means blank.
DISCUSSION

Design Considerations
From our experimental findings, we derive several design considerations for technological writing assistants in online mental health communities.

Offer assistance proactively during the commenting process
Three of the 30 participants noted that they often encountered difficult moments when they “wrote a few sentences but could not finish the rest” (AP13, N/A, 22). MepsBot could intervene more proactively rather than wait for the user’s trigger in such a case, but it should first verify with users if they need help [57], like asking “would you like to have a tip” (RP4, M, 25).

Adjust assisting mechanisms based on the quality of comment
In our experiment, the AS-mode MepsBot boosted participants’ confidence in their comments (Figure 4) especially when the reported IS and ES scores are high. The RE-mode MepsBot broadened users’ mind to add contents to show IS and ES (Table 4). We suggest that MepsBot could adjust its assisting mechanisms according to the quality of the current draft. For example, MepsBot can act in AS mode if the comment is of high quality. When the comment is of low IS/ES or is too short, the MepsBot can activate its RE mechanism to offer some good examples for reference.

Customize quality metrics to user’s personal needs
To improve the comments’ quality, our MepsBot adopts the metrics of social support and promotes IS and ES through either AS or RE mode. However, there could be other dimensions for evaluating a comment, including but not limited to “relevance to the post topic” (RP9, F, 24) [23, 72], “grammar” (RP3, M, 28), similarity to others, comment’s sentiment [58], and linguistic norms in the community [12]. Users may also want to prioritize different types of quality metrics according to their needs, e.g., “I would like the MepsBot to emphasize IS and downplay ES as I just want to give some personal advice” (AP12, M, 24). Therefore, we suggest that writing support technologies in OMHCs could offer a set of quality metrics for users to customize the direction in which they want to improve their comments. For example, the users who have poor writing skills can have MepsBot check their grammar first, and those who want to write a positive comment can call the bot to examine its sentiment.

Increase transparency of the technology
As presented in the RESULT section, participants’ concern about system accuracy and privacy is mainly caused by the fact that they do not know how MepsBot works and how it uses their data. Also, participants in the RE group raise questions about the misleading information in the examples and the sincerity of their comments if following the recommendations. It is thus necessary for the writing support technology to be more transparent, communicating to users what and how well it can do as well as what are the consequences of their actions [2]. For example, when reporting the IS and ES score, MepsBot could tell the user that the classifiers are trained on comments labelled by experts. When recommending example comments, it could gently inform its limitation and remind the user to use the examples only for reference [50, 55].

Teach (psychotherapeutic) skills to show support
Ten participants (3 in AS, 7 in RE) reported that they learned how to manifest peer support in the comment with MepsBot’s assistance. “I learned to properly encourage the support seeker to try a therapy after I checked the example comments, which demonstrate a polite way to give out such an advice” (RP5, F, 21). It suggests that the writing support tools like MepsBot were able to teach users peer support skills in situ. Such tools could further incorporate psychotherapeutic techniques (e.g., problem-solving therapy) into the suggestions [53] to nudge the users to write clinically effective comments.

Limitation and Future Work
Our work has several limitations. First, we only use data from one type of OMHC. Members in other mental health communities may have different needs and expectations for real-time writing support. Second, we conduct our experiment only with students and restrict the post topics to those directly related to them. In a real OMHC, the demographics of members (e.g., pregnant women [33]) and the types of issues they are facing with are much more diverse. Third, most of our participants are new to the specific OMHC, while previous research suggests that newcomers and old-timers could have different commitment behaviors in OMHCs [6, 75]. In the future, we will explore the use of MepsBot in real-world OMHCs with different user populations. Fourth, though highlighting the most predictive features of IS and ES in the comments is perceived helpful, it is needed to have a systematic study to check the importance of these features in the future. Fifth, we do not include the condition in which the MepsBot only inserts a pause in the submission flow [71]. Future work needs to examine this condition to verify if a pause before submission is sufficient to improve the comments’ quality.

CONCLUSION
To probe how support providers perceive and react to the on-the-fly writing support technologies in online mental health communities (OMHCs), we design MepsBot that helps providers write comments to show informational and emotional support. We examine two representative assisting mechanisms, i.e., assessment (AS) and recommendation (RE), in MepsBot through a mixed-design study. Results show that both MepsBots can boost users’ confidence in and satisfaction with their drafted comments. AS-mode MepsBot is perceived as easier to use for its simplicity and can encourage users to refine expressions, while RE-mode MepsBot inspires providers to re-edit support-related contents. Our study demonstrates the value of writing support tools in OMHCs, and identifies users concerned about the accuracy and potential risks. We discuss ways to improve user experience and the effectiveness of future writing support technologies in OMHCs.
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